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Learn, Laugh, Create, WonderWorks Science Week is Back! 

Syracuse, NY (February 8, 2017) – Science Week is back by popular demand! 

Following the success of Science Week 2016, the team at WonderWorks is thrilled to be 

hosting the program this February. Starting on February 20th through the 24th, a variety 

of entertaining and STEM educational activities will take place inside the amusement 

park for the mind.  

A daily individual ticket to each science event can be purchased for $10.00. A VIP 

Combo ticket includes the activity of the day for free in addition to all other hands-on, 

interactive WonderWorks exhibits, the Canyon Climb Ropes Course, and a game of 

Laser Tag.  

The schedule for this year’s WonderWorks Science Week is: 

Monday February 20th – Weather Day – Local Syracuse meteorologist Kate Thornton 

is an Upstate New York native, and will return this year to give an informative 

presentation explaining the science of weather and her career in meteorology. Along 

with learning the new developments in Kate’s field, guests will also be guided in weather 

related crafts and experiments! Presentation at 1pm, crafts and experiments to follow. 

Tuesday February 21st – Comedic Science Day – Pete & Chris Amusements will 

have parents and children rolling with laughter. Performing two science-themed, high 

energy, magic shows, the comedians will sing, dance, and make the whole family smile. 

Performances at 12:00PM and 2:00PM  

 Wednesday February 22nd Animal Day –The Wild Animal Park in Chittenango will be 

back, and yes, bringing live animals! Guests will learn the little known facts and unique 

traits of each of these amazing creatures. Shows at 12:00pm and 1:30pm  
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Thursday February 23rd – Calling all tech lovers! Computer programming and STEM 

careers are on the rise. Microsoft will be hosting two 60-minute workshops, where kids 

will learn how to code, program, and play in a gaming world. Workshops will be held at 

11:00AM and 1:00PM 

Friday February 24th - Creativity and Imagination Day – Guests will participate in a 

friendly egg drop competition from 3 stories up! The WonderWorks team will provide 

materials to construct a vessel for an egg to land safely and prizes will be given to 

successful egg droppers! Build your egg vessel in the party room at 11:00AM and 

2:00PM 

Films like Oscar nominated Hidden Figures, and programs like Kode with Karlie by 

Supermodel Karlie Kloss, are inspiring kids and teens to get involved with the field they 

had never considered before. WonderWorks is proud to contribute to the growing and 

important movement to help students become more interested in science. 

 “Science week was a hit last year, and we are excited to bring back some partners from 

last year as well as a few new ones” said Ashley Doss, sales manager at WonderWorks 

Destiny. “We work tirelessly to come up with new programs like Science Week where 

we involve local businesses while educating and entertaining families.” 

Science Week tickets can be purchased in advance online. While no purchase is 

necessary for those who buy a WonderWorks VIP Combo ticket, reservations must be 

made for ALL Science Week activities and all spots are first come first serve. 

To learn more about WonderWorks and the event, visit 

www.wonderworksdestiny.com/science-week 

### 

WonderWorks, a science focused indoor amusement park that combines education and 

entertainment. With over 100 hands-on exhibits, there is something unique, fun, and 

challenging for all ages. The family attraction hosts birthday parties and special events 
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seasonally. WonderWorks is home to locations in Orlando, Pigeon Forge, Panama City 

Beach, Myrtle Beach, and Syracuse 

 

 


